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boot toppers
A while ago I translated a fun English book called 20 to Make—Boot Cuffs. It
inspired me to design these boot toppers in a firm cable pattern. They’re really
Støvelmansjetter
Støvelmansjetter
warm, to boot!

Materials
Yarn: (CYCA #2), Lima from
Bergère de France, 80% brushed
wool, 20% alpaca (120 yd/110 m /
50 g), 2 balls color 20441
Needles: U.S. size 4 / 3.5 mm +
cable needle
Gauge: 32 sts in cable pattern = 4
in / 10 cm.
Adjust needle size to obtain correct gauge if necessary.
Note: The boot toppers are
worked back and forth.

row on WS (= foldline) and then
continue in charted pattern until
the cable section is 4 in / 10 cm
long. End with a RS row and then
BO knitwise on WS.
Finishing
With WS facing you, seam the
sides of the section with the
cables, using whip stitch. Turn
work right side out and seam the
ribbed section.
Weave in all ends neatly on WS.
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Knit on RS, purl on WS
C4F = Sl 2 sts to cn and
hold in front of work, k2,
k2 from cn
C4B = Sl 2 sts to cn and
hold in back of work, k2,
k2 from cn

CO 64 sts and work in k2, p2 ribbing until piece measures 4 in /
10 cm. On the next row, increase
16 sts evenly spaced across (M1
after every 4th st) = 80 sts. Knit 1
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